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Abstract. Facebook has a very flexible privacy and security policy specification

that is based on intensional and extensional categories of user relationships. The

former is fixed by Facebook but controlled by users whereas the latter is facili-

tated by Facebook with limited control to users. Relations and flows among cate-

gories is through a well-defined set of protocols and is subjected to the topology

of underlying social graph that continuously evolves by consuming user interac-

tions. In this paper, we analyze how far the specified privacy policies of the users

in Facebook preserve the standard interpretation of the policies. That is, we in-

vestigate whether Facebook users really preserve their privacy as they understand

it or certain of their innocuous actions leak information contrary to their privacy

settings. We demonstrate the kind of possible breaches and discuss how plausi-

bly they could be set right without compromising performance. The breaches are

validated through experiments on the Facebook.

1 Introduction

Social networks help individuals, groups of individuals, organizations, and governments

to establish their digital identity online and allow other digital identities to interact with

it. Establishment of connections and subsequent interactions allow the digital identities

to engage with their audience. The platform also facilitates search for new audience.

It keeps track of interactions among identities and categorizes them according to their

individual likes and dislikes, which helps the platform in presenting relevant content

and advertisement to its audience.

Protection of one’s digital identity and associated information is desired and ex-

pected. Social network platforms deploy access control systems to ensure that security

and privacy of their users is maintained. However, by definition, social networks are

formed by dynamic connections among stakeholders that independently control their

privacy specifications. It is challenging to ensure the privacy of a conservative individ-

ual who is connected with a liberal individual. In this paper, we shall study a set of such

scenarios and analyze the impact of actions of independent stakeholders’ on privacy.

The navigability over the Facebook has been succinctly captured by Boyd and El-

lison [3] who characterize social network systems like Facebook by three functions:

(i) identity representation: allow users to create a profile by populating a pre-defined

template of fields with personal information, (ii) distributed relationship articulation:

facilitate relationship with other identities and organize the relationships into categories



like Friend, Family, etc., (iii) traversal-driven access: allow users to traverse the social

space and grant access based on the access policy specified on the reachable node.

Abstraction of relationships into categories like Family, Friends, Friends of Friends,

etc., help individuals to specify access control in a natural and understandable way. On

the other hand, it makes access control enforcement very challenging when there are

billions of nodes in the social graph and edges, which are added/deleted spontaneously

as users interact. It is indeed an achievement by Facebook that they achieve the under-

lying access control in quite a performance-centric manner [4,7]. Thus, it is interesting

and important to understand the access control mechanism of such a dynamic system

so that one can attempt to analyze or reason about its properties and compliances with

settings permissible in a user’s profile.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights user representation in Face-

book and overall global model to enable analysis of access control and policy preserva-

tion mechanisms. In Section 3, we discuss how the categories, as defined and facilitated

by Facebook, can be used to provide/restrict access to users. Section 4 illustrates the

gaps between user interpretation of privacy-preservation and user actions that undo pri-

vacy. In Section 5, we discuss possible approaches to mitigate various privacy anomalies

discovered. Section 6 presents current related work and other works on Facebook pri-

vacy evaluations that have become irrelevant as over the years Facebook has updated its

architecture, features and mechanisms for access control.

2 Access control in Facebook: user representation, social graph

Facebook organizes its content retrieval and distribution around 3 pillars: (i) Newsfeed:

responsible to present content/updates to users about their friends, (ii) Timeline: where

users curate their own content, and (iii) Graph search: also known as social graph

that consumes all of the actions of Facebook users and simultaneously allows them to

query the graph. Queries to the graph are resolved in context of the requester and the

content being requested. Access to content is governed by an access policy specified by

its owner. To study access control in Facebook we briefly explain its social graph and

some of the relevant query functions.

2.1 Social graph of Facebook

Social graph in Facebook is a representation of user information on Facebook. Each

and every action or event created by Facebook’s users is consumed by the social graph.

The graph evolves reflecting user actions. Facebook’s social graph is composed of [8]:

– nodes - basically “things” such as a user, a photo, a page, a comment

– edges - the connections between those “things”, such as relationships (friends)

– fields - info about those “things”, such as a user’s birthday, or the name of a page

Each user of Facebook is represented by a node (identified uniquely by a 64-bit num-

ber) on Facebook’s social graph and a user’s relationship with other nodes is captured

through labelled edges. For example, A
friends
←−−→ B is a representation of friendship

relationship between user A and B. When user Z follows user B on Facebook, that rela-

tionship is absorbed by the social graph and the graph evolves to: A
friends
←−−→ B

follower
←−−−− Z



Updates to social graph happen by adding/deleting nodes (or updating fields of

nodes), and adding/deleting/updating labelled edges. Social graph allows its nodes to be

queried. A user is allowed to compose a query by specifying a particular node (of type

root [8]) about which the requester needs information. It is very likely that different sets

of information about a node are presented based on who the requester is. For example,

in the graph shown above, assume user B posts a photo with access set to his “Friends”;

the access control mechanism of Facebook will allow user A to reach the post, whereas

user Z will be denied access. If user B changes the access setting to “Public”; both user

A and user Z will be allowed to access the post. In the following subsections we shall

briefly introduce the reader to Facebook’s social graph and its access control mechanism

based on lists (information classification labels/categories).

2.2 Representation of user events and interpretation of privacy policies

c)

Fig. 1. a) Creation of event, b) its representation on social graph [4], c) deletion of event

Consider a typical user event on Facebook as depicted in Fig. 1 a). The event is created

by Alice and its interaction with Bob, Cathy, and David is depicted in Fig. 1 b) through

the social graph. Upon careful observation on nodes in Fig. 1 b), one can notice the

node ids are in chronological order, signifying sequence of events and user actions. As

per Facebook’s current (05/2017) working, we can reason the following about Fig. 1 b):



– Alice has “checked-in” to a “location” and has tagged Bob in that event, therefore

Bob has visibility (access) to the event. This is because Facebook’s default policy

allows a tagged user to access the event in which the user is tagged.

– Cathy could comment on Alice’s event because Cathy has visibility of the event.

This could happen in two circumstances: either Alice has set her access policy on

this event to “Friends” or “Public”

– David could like the comment made by Cathy because David had visibility to the

event. This implies Alice’s access policy for this event must be “Public” since David

and Alice are not friends.

Similarly, reasoning about Fig. 1 c), we can conclude that the change in social graph

is not because of Alice setting her event’s access policy to “Only Me” but because of

Alice deleting the event altogether. Owner of an event can delete the event at will and

all dependent nodes of that event node also get deleted. If Alice sets the access policy of

her event to “Only Me”, then the event node, its dependent nodes, and their associations

will be part of the social graph but visibility of the event gets restricted to Bob alone.

To understand the scenario in which Alice changes the access policy of the event to

“Only Me” we need to understand the access control model of Facebook. Social graph

provides traversal paths from a requester to the node being requested. Existence of path

between a requester and the node being requested is not a sufficient condition to access

the node but the requester has to also satisfy the access policy specified on that node by

node’s owner. To analyze Facebook’s access control model, let us first understand the

types of nodes in its social graph, and set of queries that can be run on them, followed

by an understanding of categories of access/privacy policies provided by Facebook.

Querying the social graph

1. Let G(V,E) denote the social graph of Facebook. Let V denote the set of vertices

or nodes and E as the set of edges, where E⊆ V×V.

2. Let TV : V−→ SV provide type of a node (e.g., user, photo, event, . . . )

The members of this set can further be divided into two sets: subjects and objects.

Users are subjects and the content generated by the users is treated as objects. The

fields populated by a user in her profile are also treated as objects.

3. Let TE : E−→ SE provide type of an edge (e.g., friend, like, comment, . . . )

The members of this set are associations between subjects and objects.

Let E : SE −→ 2E be a generic function that returns the set of all edges of same

type. Let Et ∀ t ∈ SE be a function on edge of type t.

(E1) Et(x) := {y | (x,y) ∈ Et}
(E2) E f riends(user) = {sub ject | (user,sub ject) ∈ E f riends}
(E3) Eauthored(user) = {ob ject | (user,ob ject) ∈ Eauthored}
(E4) Eauthored by(ob ject) = {user | (ob ject,user) ∈ Eauthored by}
(E5) Elikes(user) = {ob ject | (user,ob ject) ∈ Elikes}
(E6) Eliked by(ob ject) = {user | (ob ject,user) ∈ Eliked by}
(E7) Etagged at(user) = {ob ject | (user,ob ject) ∈ Etagged at}
(E8) Etagged(ob ject) = {user | (ob ject,user) ∈ Etagged}

While the above set of query functions is useful for a requester to traverse the social

graph, it also raises questions as how Facebook preserves the access of users/resources

in the system. When a requester traverses towards a node of its interest on the social



graph, underlying topology of the graph determines existence of a path from the re-

quester to the node in question. However, existence of traversal path is not a sufficient

condition for access. Each non-root type of node in the social graph is access controlled

by a policy specified by its owner. In the following, we shall discuss the various types

of policies Facebook provides its users.

3 Policy specification for access over users in Facebook

In this section, we shall discuss usage of relationship categories (i.e., labels) as policy

handles and its efficacy enforcing user stated privacy policies.

3.1 Lists as policy: extensional vs intensional information classification

Each user on Facebook is provided with pre-defined relationship categories, called lists,

along which users can organize their relationships with others. “Friends” is the basic

relationship category to which every user-to-user relationship (friendship) is added. A

user is allowed to organize friendship relations into other pre-defined categories like

“Family”, “Close Friends”, “Acquaintances” so that a distinct affinity level could be

imposed on relations. This is how people, in real-world, intend to organize their re-

lationships. Aforementioned list of relationship categories is common across all user

profiles. This notion of categorizing (or listing of) friends into affinity levels help users

to specify who can have access to their information. Users are also provided with an

option to create “Private Lists”. When a user posts something, the post is labelled with

one of these list names. Any requester who satisfies membership to the label assigned

with the post can access the post. Since members of these aforementioned lists are finite

and known to the list owner, this category of labels is called extensional labels. And the

information published using this type of labels is classified as extensional information.

In other words, extensional labels are labels in user’s local namespace.

There is another set of labels for information classification that is intensional. The

labels that fall under this category are: “Friends of friends”, “Public”, and the set of “So-

cial Lists”. Social Lists1 are automatically added to user’s account at the time of profile

creation/update, when a user provides her school, university, affiliation information. A

post labelled with intensional label is available to a requester who satisfies membership

to it. Owners of such posts do not have complete control over who will be accessing the

intensional information because membership to intensional labels is not directly under

their control. In other words, intensional labels are labels in user’s extended namespace.

Labels are used as access control policies over a user’s information. A typical access

policy consists of a label available to the user. Facebook also provides Custom policies

that involves a combination of labels. Custom policy’s interpretation involves set alge-

braic union and intersection operations over labels used to compose it. We shall study

the exact evaluation sequence of labels, at the time of access, later. The whole gamut

1 Facebook categorizes this type of list as Smart List because they are created based on common

affiliations across the Facebook users. Facebook treats Close Friends, Family also as Smart

Lists because, based on interactions among users, smart membership suggestions to these cat-

egories are provided by Facebook. To disambiguate, we use the term Social List.



of information labelling in Facebook provides a very rich and flexible access (thus pri-

vacy) policy specification over a user’s information. Users are allowed to change labels

of their objects as per their discretion. However, this flexibility in policy specification

is not well-understood by majority of the users and users end up in a state where their

policy specification may look innocuous, whereas it may not. We shall study such sce-

narios in next section. Given below is a typical set of labels (information classification

categories) provided to express access control policies:

– Only Me: is a label/list in which user herself is the only member

– Public: is a label, when used, the associated object is accessible publicly

– Friends: is the primary list under which all friendship relations are enlisted

– Restricted: is a list of friends to whom only Public labelled information is allowed

– Family: is a list of friends who are assigned as family members

– Close Friends: is a list of friends who are assigned as close friends

– Acquaintances: is a list of friends who are assigned as acquaintances

– Friends of friends: is an intensional list consisting of users who have friendship

relation with some member in “Friends” list, therefore;
(E9) E f f riends(user)= {sub ject | ∃ y s.t. (user,y)∈E f riends and (y,sub ject)∈E f riends}

– University: is a social list of friends who are also members of Smart List University

– School: is a social list of friends who are also members of Smart List School

– Cycling: is a Private List to which user has assigned a set of friends

Let us understand the usage of labels for access control with an example: assuming

current state of social graph is represented by A
friends
←−−→ B

follower
←−−−− Z Let P1 be a post

by user B. Access to object P1 is determined by the access policy associated with P1.

User B can change access policy of his objects it owns at will. Let us discuss access

implications of different policies on P1

1. B
authored
−−−−−→
Only Me

P1 : since B himself is the only member of list named “Only Me”, no

one else except B will have access to P1

2. B
authored
−−−−→

Friends
P1 : since E f riends(B) = {A} [cf. (E2)], user A can access P1

3. B
authored
−−−−→

Public
P1 : since the policy is “allow all”, both A and Z can access object P1

4. B
authored
−−−−−→
Only Me

P2
tagged
−−−→ A : since Etagged(P2) = {A} [cf. (E8)], even though the access

policy on P2 is “Only Me”, user A will be able to access object P2. Tagging can be

seen as adding an exception to the default access policy of an object.

Access Control of objects in Facebook is a simple check on associated list’s mem-

bership. If a requester of an object is a member of the list with which the object is

protected, the requester gets access. Tagging is a positive exception to the membership

check. There are two negative exceptions to the membership check: “Restricted” list

and “Blocked” list. If a requester of an object is member of one of these lists, access is

denied even when the requester is member of the list with which the object is protected.

When a Custom policy is used for access control, sequence of evaluation of lists

used to build Custom policy becomes important. In the following we explain how poli-

cies are evaluated and enforced at the time of access.



3.2 Policy evaluation and end-to-end enforcement

Each object in Facebook is labelled with an access policy, which is a combination of

labels with positive/negative exceptions. At the time of access, policies are evaluated

in context of object’s owner. In other words, evaluation of labels (i.e., Lists) is done in

the namespace of object’s owner. Every object has an access policy. Users are allowed

to change access policies of own objects. Any combination of labels, from a user’s

namespace, is permitted to express access policies.

Determine the
type of label

All other

Blocked
Users

Blocked Users
list?

a member of

tagged

tagged

Restricted Users
list?

a member of

Do Not Share With
a member of

Share With
a member of

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Only Me

Elabel(x) := {y | (x,y) ∈ Elabel}

lables

lables of

object P

User y requests

object P of x

Deny access to y

on P

on P and its fields

Grant access to y

is y

Etagged(P) = {. . .}

Etagged(P) = {. . .}

by P?

by P?

is y

is y

is y

is y

label?

label?

is y

Public

Fig. 2. Sequence of policy evaluation [cf. (E1), (E8)]

Fig. 2 outlines the se-

quence of policy eval-

uation and enforcement

when user y requests an

access to object P. All

labels, except the labels

“Public” and “Only Me”,

are treated as Custom pol-

icy internally. Since a Cus-

tom policy is nothing but

a policy composed of a

user’s extensional and in-

tensional labels and excep-

tions.

In other words, a Cus-

tom policy is a combina-

tion of two fields: “Share

with” and “Do not share

with”. The “Share with”

field can accept any user

label, except “Public”. The

“Do not share with” field

accepts any user label, ex-

cept “Public”, “Friends”,

and “Friends of friends”.

Both the fields accept user’s

individual friends. Every

user profile is provisioned

with two lists: Blocked

Users and Restricted Users.

Blocked Users consists of

any user on Facebook with

whom the user does not

want to interact. If a user

blocks a current friend, the relationship between them gets unfriended. Restricted Users

consists of friends of the user who will be restricted to have access to the user’s public

posts only, unless tagged. These two lists are not allowed to be used to express access

policy but they are internally handled at the time of each access enforcement.



time
−−→

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

A
authored
−−−−−→
OnlyMe

PA1
A

authored
−−−−−→ PB1

A
authored
−−−−−→

Public
PA1

A
likes
−−→ PF2

A
likes
−−→ PF3

B
authored
−−−−−→

Family
PB1

B
authored
−−−−−→

Public
PD1

B
authored
−−−−−→

Friends
PB1

C
authored
−−−−−→

Friends
PC1

C
authored
−−−−−→ PD1

C
authored
−−−−−→ PC1

C
authored
−−−−−→ PB1

C
likes
−−→ (A

authored
−−−−−→ PB1

)

D
authored
−−−−−→
FFriends

PD1
D

likes
−−→ PE1

E
authored
−−−−−→

Public
PE1

E
likes
−−→ PF1

E
likes
−−→ PD1

E
authored
−−−−−→
FFriends

PF3
E

authored
−−−−−→
OnlyMe

PE1

F
authored
−−−−−→

School
PF1

F
authored
−−−−−→
School-E

PF2
F

authored
−−−−−−−−−−→
University-School

PF3
F

likes
−−→ PE1

F
likes
−−→ PA1

Table 1. Snapshots of associations formed in a social graph

Assumptions:

at time t0 (following is the state of different sets)

users = {A, B, C, D, E, F} objects = {PA1
,PB1

,PC1
,PD1

,PE1
,PF1

,PF2
,PF3
}

friendship edges = {(A,B), (B,C), (C,D), (D,E), (E,F), (F,A)} FamilyB = {A}

University = {E, F} School = {A, E, F}

at time t4 (user E has disassociated from list School) School = {A, F}

at time t5 (user A has disassociated from list School) School = {F}

3.3 Reasoning about access control in Facebook w.r.t. social graph

at time t1
• PA1

is accessible to its owner alone

• PB1
is accessible to A, as B has added A

to list Family

• PC1
is accessible to B and D [cf. (E2)]

• PD1
is accessible to all except A [cf. (E9)]

• PE1
is accessible to all

• PF1
is accessible to A and E

Table 2. Node reachability in social graph at t1

To analyze the access control on Face-

book, two broad categories of information

represented in Facebook becomes very

handy: (i) The utility of social graph in

Facebook to record relationships and in-

teractions among users and their objects

(content). (ii) The way Facebook allows

its users to categorize their relationships

through intensional, extensional classes

and, in turn, using these class names as

labels on their respective objects to express access policies.

Now let us reason about access control in Facebook with respect to an evolving

social graph. Various possible associations that are formed between users and objects

are captured through five snapshots depicted in Table 1. (cf. Appendix 8)

Table 2 describes accessibility of objects to users at time t1. Object can be operated

upon (e.g., to like/comment) by a requester only when the object is accessible. Tables

3, 4, 5, 6 describe the actions taken or events created by users between time t2 and t5.



at time t2
• A comments on object PB1

• B shares object PD1
as Public

• C comments on object PD1

• D likes object PE1

• E likes object PF1

• F creates object PF2
, accessible to A

Table 3. Events and actions at t2

at time t3
• A changed access policy of PA1

from

Only Me to Public, so it becomes acces-

sible to all

• B changed access policy of PB1
from

Family to Friends, so it becomes accessi-

ble to A and C

• C comments on her own post

• E likes PD1

• F creates object PF3
with with custom

policy in which “Share with = Univer-

sity” and “Do not share with = School”.

The object is not accessible to anyone.

University and School are social lists and

they will be evaluated in the context of

user F. Therefore UniversityF = {E} and

SchoolF = {A,E}. Though user E is part

of “Share with” field of this custom policy,

he will not get access to PF3
because “Do

not share with” is evaluated before “Share

with” (cf. Fig. 2)

Table 4. Events and actions at t3

at time t4
• A likes object PF2

• C comments on object PB1
. This object

was not accessible to C until t2
• E disassociates from list School

• E shares PF3
with FFriends. Though

user A is a member of user E’s FFriends,

she will not get access to PF3
because it

is governed by its owner’s base policy

University-School.

• F likes object PE1

Table 5. Events and actions at t4

at time t5
• A disassociates from list School

•A likes object PF3
as it is now accessible,

since she is no more part of list School

• C likes the comment made by A on PB1

• E changes the access policy of PE1
from

Public to Only Me

• F likes object PA1

Table 6. Events and actions at t5

4 Analysis of privacy-preservation in Facebook through user

specified policies/actions

Issue of privacy comes to fore as soon as an unintended observer observes an infor-

mation and learns something more, which later could be associated with that subject

under observation. The observed information need not necessarily be “personally iden-

tifiable information” as defined in prevalent definitions of privacy [21,13]. We believe

that users trust Facebook as they voluntarily divulge [19] personal information, during

profile creation and thereupon, to Facebook. In this section we analyze some of the in-

stances of privacy violations in Facebook using the analysis done in Sections 2–3. All

of these breaches have been validated using Facebook as of May 2017.

Our analysis of Facebook policies using its access control is elaborated using a hy-

pothetical scenario captured in Table 1. In this table, each row represents a user’s actions

in chronological fashion. Therefore, we use C.t4 to denote an action of user C at time t4.



All other actions, of every user, up to time t4 is the environment/status of social graph

w.r.t. C.t4. Thus, an action should be analyzed in context with its current environment.

Note that, since social graph is a co-creation by its users, an individual has little or no

control over the environment in which he/she is operating. An action/setting that seems

privacy-preserving can later be compromised by a change in environment. This will

become clear as we navigate through the scenarios.

Nonrestrictive change in policy of an object risks privacy of others Consider user

action A.t2 in context with environment trace B.t1, B.t3. User B has changed policy of

his object PB1
from Family to Friends. Since user A is member of B’s Family, through

action A.t2 user A has authored a comment on PB1
. The environment at time t2 ensured

that only Family members of B had access to object PB1
. Nonrestrictive change in policy

from Family to Friends on PB1
gets enforced on all of its dependent nodes (comment,

reply) and fields (like). User A’s comment is exposed to friends of B without A’s consent.

Restrictive change in policy of an object suspends others’ privileges Consider user

action E.t5 in context with two other events in environment D.t2, F.t4. User E has

changed policy of her object PE1
from Public to Only Me. Prior to policy change, users

D and F have liked the object. When a query on “likes of a user” is made to social

graph at time t4, object PE1
will be listed in the reply. Restrictive change in policy from

Public to Only Me on PE1
gets enforced on all of its dependent nodes (comment, reply)

and fields (like). A “likes of user D” query will not list object PE1
at t5, neither user

D/F will be able to disassociate themselves from the object under control of user E.

The like edges to PE1
from D and F will only be accessible again on social graph when

user E makes a nonrestrictive policy change on PE1
. Assume PE1

is a sensitive post to

which some users have liked/commented. A restrictive change in policy over PE1
locks

out users from updating/retracting their own comments or likes. At a later point in time,

user E can divulge list of users associated with her post from the past.

Share operation is privacy-preserving Consider user action B.t2 in context with en-

vironment D.t1. Since user B is member of D’s “Friends of friends” list, object PD1

appears on his Newsfeed, which he shares by action B.t2. Sharing an object of others

creates a local node and it is allowed to specify access policy on this new node under the

control of sharer. This shared node can have comments, likes as any other object node

created by the sharer. However the sharer cannot increase or decrease the accessibility

sphere of the original object (on social graph) which it has shared. Original access pol-

icy of the base object continues to be carried along with the object in its shared form.

Thus, the intended reach of the object by its original author is always enforced. Restric-

tive or nonrestrictive change in policy on base object reflects wherever the object exists

on social graph in a shared form. This is similar to the notion of capability lists [15]

except that instead of user carrying the capability list, the object is carrying it.

Policy composition using intensional labels is not privacy-preserving Consider user

actions F.t3, E.t4, A.t5 in context with social list “School” at t4 and t5. Through action in

F.t3, user F has created an object PF3
with a custom policy University-School. Here the

intention of the user is to make the object available to his friends from University but not

from his School. According to the state of social graph at time t3 nobody gets access



to object PF3
because University ⊆ School. At time t4, user E disassociates herself

from social list School and thus could get access to PF3
. Through action in E.t4, user

E shares PF3
with access policy as School. As shared objects carry their access policy

wherever they exist on social graph, user A will not receive access to PF3
due to E.t4.

Whereas by disassociating herself from social list School, user A will have access to

PF3
at time t5 as shown in A.t5. Disassociation from a social list allows users to bypass

the privacy/access intention of a custom policy when an intensional label is part of “Do

not share with” field. Similarly, association with a social list allows users to bypass the

privacy/access intention of a custom policy when an intensional label is part of “Share

with” field. Note that “Friends of Friends” is also an intensional label.

Like, Comment operations are not privacy-preserving Consider user actions D.t2
and F.t4 in context with environment event E.t1. On Facebook, List of Friends is an

object of user profile. In its privacy settings, Facebook allows to choose intended au-

dience for this object. We assume all users in this scenario have set their audience to

“Only Me” for this object. The intention behind such a setting is not to let the pro-

file visitors know who their friends are, except their mutual friends. However, the way

Facebook works, Newsfeed of a user is supplied with relevant content from user’s so-

cial circle. With a high probability friends’ posts appear in Newsfeed to which a user

may interact by making a comment or like. These interactions get recorded on social

graph. When a user interacts with objects with access policy set to Public, those in-

teractions also become public. Social graph allows queries to public content. For ex-

ample, https://fb.com/search/FBID-Alice/photos-commentedon returns all the

“photo” type of objects on which Alice has commented. Similarly, /photos-liked re-

turns all photos liked by Alice. For a typical user, these queries return objects from their

friends. Any user of Facebook can make these queries to social graph for any other user

of Facebook. For a complete list of search attributes please refer Facebook API page [8].

5 Is there a way to preserve the intentions of policies?

Having seen scenarios of breach of policies, the question is: is it possible to adhere to

the intended privacy in the policies without compromising too much on the performance

or is it possible to consider policy streamlining to avoid such breaches? Due to lack of

space (cf. [20]), we shall briefly discuss some of the possible approaches below.

Intercept and resolve intensional labels at the time of object creation Association

and disassociation with intensional label of type social list is unverified, unsupervised

and easy. Whereas associating with Friends of Friends label of a user is relatively tough

but possible. To restrict users from bypassing access control when intensional label is

part of access policy, one may think of resolving intensional labels into its prevalent

member set and use list of member IDs as explicit custom policy. To automate this pro-

cess we are experimenting with a browser extension that intercepts, resolves intensional

labels and writes equivalent custom policy on-the-fly.

Anonymize unsafe operations via a Proxy node Information leakage on List of Friends

object has serious security implications. By knowing friends of a user an attacker cre-

ates profiles similar to friend of the user and launch a spear phishing attack. Therefore,

https://fb.com/search/100009425274721/photos-commentedon
https://fb.com/search/100009425274721/photos-liked


it is important to prevent this leakage at least when the object’s policy is set to Only Me.

Collecting likes on objects is one of the important input Facebook relies on for News-

feed content and targeted advertising. Without forgoing these objectives, Facebook can

introduce a special node to its social graph called Proxy node. All like and comment

operations of users with privacy setting as Only Me for List of Friends object should be

rerouted through this Proxy node on social graph.

Treat comment nodes similar to nodes with access policy A comment is a node on

social graph of Facebook. However comment type of nodes have shared ownership as

long as the post on which comment is made is accessible to the commenter. Once the

owner of the post changes post policy to a restrictive one, commenter’s ownership is

suspended until the node policy is reverted. Facebook can extend the treatment of post

type of nodes to comment type of nodes.

6 Related work

The access control mechanism of Facebook is ad-hoc and hybrid therefore it is different

from standard, prevalent lattice-based access control models [22] like Mandatory Ac-

cess Control (MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Role-Based Access Control

(RBAC), Capability Systems [15] etc. Facebook’s access control mechanism is based

on the topology of the underlying volatile social graph. Content and identities are rep-

resented by nodes in the graph and edges represent their relationships with other nodes.

An access is granted to a requester (a node on the social graph) only if there exists a path

to the node being accessed and the requester fulfils the access control specified on the

node by its owner. Access control in Facebook involves a subtle element of delegation

similar in RBAC [1,6] in the midst of discretionary access control [11,16]. Access con-

trol mechanism of Facebook is a function of communication history among users (e.g.,

existence of friendship is necessary for certain policies), which has parallels with char-

acterizations presented in [23] and works presented in [18] has a security and privacy

conformance model based on labels controlled by independent domains.

Owing to the difficulty for users to fully comprehend the privacy consequences of

adjusting their privacy settings or re-adjusting their relationships; Fong et al. [10], pre-

sented a paradigm for access control in Facebook-style SNSs and also discussed the

possibility of overcoming Sybil attacks [9] using the conditions (prevalent on Face-

book in year 2009) needed for satisfying Denning’s principle of privileged attenuation

(POPA); it easily follows from our illustrated privacy breaches that POPA cannot be

preserved in the current setup of Facebook. In [5], a rule-based access control mecha-

nism for Facebook-style SNSs is presented. The mechanism relies on relationship in-

puts (node’s type, trust level of relationships, etc.) from underlying social graph. Social

graph of Facebook, as of today, does not provide a normal user the attributes required

to write rules that are presented in it.

In works on web transparency and accountability [17], it has been argued that vast

amounts of profile tracking leads to various breaches of policies and hence there is a

need for regulations on privacy while profile tracking. In [2], the authors present an

inference, from social graph queries about friendship, that eight friendship links are

enough to construct a “public view” of a user. Works highlighting the importance of



privacy to friendship links are presented in [14,12]. In future, privacy will be the most

important parameter for any application’s acceptability, especially so for applications

dealing with social networks [19].

7 Conclusion

Through our experiments on Facebook, we have discovered certain user actions and

configurations that undo the privacy guarantees set by the user. We presented our find-

ings with the help of a hand-crafted scenario and proposed plausible mitigation tech-

niques for privacy-preservation. Our mitigation techniques in the existing access control

model would pave way for a general purpose access control model for global-scale so-

cial applications. It is of interest to note that there is a serious impact on privacy due

to App ecosystem of Facebook. While the impact of cross-domain access can be ana-

lyzed through several techniques like the one explored in [18], the aspect just pointed

out need further exploration. Assuming there will be a regulation for privacy [19], one

would need to understand how compliance of regulations on the policy settings can be

ensured.
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Fig. 3 shows instance of the graph at time

t1. Each user node of the graph has au-

thored an object. Their access policies are

marked on respective (user,object) edges.

Therefore, at time t1, following are the ob-

jects introduced to the social graph. Acces-

sibility to these objects is evaluated accord-

ing to their respective labels as described in

Table 2.

Fig.4 shows the state of social graph at

time t5
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